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~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

We welcome a new member:
Gerry Fundell from Colchester.
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

We welcome members’ photos, articles and other contributions to Coates’
Cuttings. Please e-mail them to nl@chelmercanaltrust.co.uk or post them
to Windmill Pasture, Little Waltham Road, Chelmsford, Essex, CM1 7TG.
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Editor’s column.
The Trust committee members have been
fully occupied with promoting our campaign
for making the cut beside Essex Record
Office, so that the navigation is connected to
the River Chelmer. Our efforts were reported on the front page of the
Essex Chronicle, which led on to our setting up an exhibition on the
subject at the entrance to Chelmsford’s library. Reports on the
success of this are contained in the pages which follow, along with
several photographs, one of which shows the visit of our president,
the Lord Petre. Our initiative has been followed up by our
Chairman’s meeting with representatives from the developer and The
Chelmsford Civic Society. We have set up a Facebook page linked
with our website for supporters, in addition to the petition of support
which visitors to the exhibition were invited to sign.
The replacement of the concrete bridge carrying Chelmsford’s old
A12 by-pass, prompted us to examine the other bridges crossing the
navigation. Needless to say they showed how diverse and historically
significant many of them are. Hopefully you will find their
description fascinating. Navigation by boat is now limited by the
restricted headroom of two of the bridges up and downstream of
Paper Mill lock, and horses will no longer tow barges upstream of
Barnes, as the new towpath bridge there has eight steps!
Evening events have taken place at Langford and Ulting Village
Hall: one, a talk on Essex Mammals, by Darren Tansley of the Essex
Wildlife Trust, was of great interest and a report is included in this
edition.
The proceedings of the Chelmsford based River Users Group are
reassuring, in that they show a wide body of professional and
voluntary organisations are keeping a careful check on the health of
the rivers, their banks and infra-structure.
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Supporting the Chelmsford Cut!

The Trust’s president, Lord Petre with Dudley Courtman at the display.

As there have been several articles in the local press recently,
regarding Chelmsford’s waterways and the proposed Chelmsford
Cut, we decided it would be a good time to put on a display!
We arranged to have a space in the lobby area of Chelmsford
Library, and our aim was to highlight the benefits of the City’s
waterways, and promote the “Cut”.
The benefits to the City would include opening up the waterways to
create an interesting and pleasing feature in the way that other major
cities have done, boosting tourism, stimulating regeneration, creating
more jobs and allowing canal and pleasure craft to access the city
centre, rather than being hidden in Springfield Basin.
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The display attracted a lot of interest. Visitors were supportive and
very excited by the prospect of having boats in the centre of
Chelmsford, some recalling the fact that the Cut was in the original
plans for the development of the site. They spoke enthusiastically
about the proposal for the Chelmsford Cut, and were happy to spread
the word!
Lord Petre, Lord Lieutenant of Essex and president of the Chelmer
Canal Trust, also showed his support by visiting the display.
We have set up a Facebook page so if you, or anyone you know,
would like to show your interest or support, please ‘like’ the Connect
Chelmsford’s Waterways Facebook page at:
facebook.com/chelmsfordcut.

Norma Mills.
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Grant Everiss
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A New Lock Keeper
for Heybridge Sea Lock.

A new incumbent has taken charge at Heybridge Basin! Lock keeper
Grant Everiss started working for Essex Waterways Ltd recently and
has moved into the Lock House.
Grant knows the area including Heybridge Basin well, having been
brought up and lived locally in Goldhanger. With a lifetime interest
in sailing, and with a background in engineering, Grant has worked
for fifteen years as a Sailorman on Thames Barges including
Xylonite and, well known to Heybridge Basin, Gladys.
Already skilled in many aspects of seamanship, Grant is keen to
learn all there is to know about the various operations at Heybridge
Basin. Such is his enthusiasm that the day before he officially started,
faced with a problem that was causing the water level to drop along
the Long Pond, Grant was spotted at Beeleigh, checking that there
was a good supply of water to the Long Pond.
Heybridge residents, Heybridge boaters and visitors to the Basin
have all welcomed Grant, his partner Lisa and their two dogs Maize
and Fern. And Chelmer Canal Trust welcomes Grant too.
Neil Frost.

─────────────────────────
River Users Group
The group (reps from Essex and Suffolk Water, Environment Agency, Chelmsford
City Council, Essex Waterways, Canoe Club, Essex Wildlife Trust, Sea Cadets and
the Chelmer Canal Trust) met on 13th April at Chelmsford Canoe Club. The
matters under discussion were as follows:
The Catchment Partnership Action Fund Project, Chelmsford.
There would appear to be substantial funds available for improvements to river
catchments. Bids were to be submitted for projects by 22nd April and the Essex
Wildlife Trust was acting as the lead body for the Chelmer catchment. Works
would have to be completed within one financial year
The Chelmer Valley Linear Nature Reserve.
There is a plan to construct some low platforms alongside the banks of the wooded
area to help alleviate flooding downstream. These would improve biodiversity and
create extra habitats. It is estimated that they would be up to ten metres long and
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six metres wide. The width of the channel could be reduced and details still have
to be agreed by the Environment Agency who is responsible for flood protection
issues.
Invasive Species.
Floating pennywort.
The Chelmer Canal Trust reported on their regular clearance activities and the fact
that there remains a constant problem in various shallow ditches. Essex Wildlife
Trust gave details of contractors who had worked on pennywort removal on their
behalf, and that there was a small amount of money available to combat current
outbreaks: groups were invited to apply.
Himalayan Balsam
Special rust spores had been sown on Balsam in the West Country as a means of
killing the plant. The idea was that the rust would gradually spread across the
country. The Environment Agency would welcome feed back: photos of any large
clumps in the catchment showing reduced growth.
Project Works on the Navigation
Work had started on the old concrete bridge in Chelmsford. The work would last
two years and there was no planned closure of the navigation except for short
periods when the old bridge was demolished.
The towpath from Barnes Lock to Sandford had been surfaced by Essex County
Council; the wharf walls at Springfield Basin were being worked on by Taylor
Wimpey; a new sewage plant was being installed at Paper Mill; some locks would
be closed during dredging operations; piling was to be carried out above Hoe Mill
lock; the flood gates adjacent to the Heybridge Bypass were scheduled for
replacement and consideration was being given to replacing the Beeleigh flood
gate; weed cutting would begin in June upstream of Sandford Lock
New Cut for Chelmsford
Wharf Road Car Park is being sold for development. This has raised the question
of the importance of safeguarding the potential route of a new cut being created
between the navigation and the River Chelmer beside the Record Office. The
significance of the strip of land alongside the navigation was also noted.
The New John Lewis Building
Sited on the former Bonds car park site, The Environment Agency was sceptical
about the developer’s proposals to build out over the river because of possible
flood conditions. A workable proposition is required.

Dudley Courtman.
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The Mammals of Essex

Darren Tansley, Essex Wildlife Trust’s Water for Wildlife Officer,
gave a fascinating talk about the Mammals of Essex atlas and the
stories behind it!
He explained how it all started with Henry Laver’s original book,
which was written in 1898, an updated atlas was produced by John
Dobson in 1999, and in 2014 the new and improved “Mammals of
Essex” atlas was published.
Darren described the different groups in Essex who survey bats,
badgers, dormice, marine mammals and Riversearch survey
volunteers, and how they all contributed to the new information
contained in the book.
He then covered various mammals, including those found in
woodland, along the rivers, marine mammals and in our gardens. He
showed two animals from similar species at the same time, giving
their description, size and highlighted the differences between the
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two. Some of the plain brown ones actually had quite striking
markings, which became obvious when Darren pointed them out to
us!
It was interesting to hear about Mersea Island being a release site for
red squirrels. We saw a wonderful video of a red squirrel tentatively
leaving its cage during the reintroduction. The good news is that they
seem to be doing well!
Darren explained that it is difficult to see most mammals, as they are
shy and elusive and often nocturnal, so the only way to survey them
is by using field signs. It could be foot prints, droppings or feeding
signs. If you find a hazel nut and it has been cracked open it could
have been a squirrel, or a small neat hole with a smooth inner edge
indicates a dormouse!
During the research Darren came
across some interesting tales!
Did you know a “wolf” had been
discovered in Ongar Woods in
1862! In the 1800’s to maintain
the fox population in East Anglia,
fox cubs were imported from
France, and by mistake a “wolf”
cub had been included, further
examination proved it was actually a north African jackal!
One of the aims of the Mammals of Essex atlas is to encourage
people to look for animals or their signs, and report their findings
(even hedgehogs or rabbits are important!) If you regularly saw
animals and they have disappeared, that is worth reporting too, as it
could indicate a declining trend!
For more information or to record your mammal sightings, please
visit www.essexmammals.co.uk.

Norma Mills.
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The Navigation’s Bridges
When the navigation was being planned prior to its construction in
1793, the decisions on its eventual route went on for years. The
millers and riparian owners along its length voiced many objections,
and they were joined by the traders of Maldon. All feared that their
livelihoods would be destroyed. After many protest meetings, the
route from the sea at Heybridge Basin to Chelmsford was settled by
an Act of Parliament. One of the contentious issues was the building
and siting of the many bridges that were needed. The decisions that
were made at that time have affected the character and working of
the waterway ever since.
Bridges were required so that the routes across the navigation could
continue as previously. This meant they had to cope with a new set
of circumstances: a towing path for horse drawn barges and a deeper
river with locked pounds. The resulting rise in water levels flooded
out the existing fords, and bridges were required so that farmers
could reach their fields, and footpaths between villages could be
retained. The towing path beside the navigation changed sides in
four places forcing the towing horses to cross over to the opposite
bank (on our neighbouring Stour Navigation, which is about
100years older than ours, no provision was made for a towpath and
the horses had to be ferried on the barges - they were taught jump on
and off!)
Richard Coates, the Navigation’s engineer, who lived in Springfield,
used the designs of celebrated canal builder John Rennie, developed
by him across the country. Using Rennie’s plans, Richard built high
arched brick bridges so that cargoes could easily pass beneath. Some
were designed with a walkway so that a horse could walk beneath. At
Sandford “Bundock’s” Bridge, was called the “umbrella bridge” by
the locals because that is where they sheltered in thunder storms. The
bridge was renowned as a place where the towing horse was prone to
slipping into the canal. The bridge carries the road from Springfield
to Great Baddow: the bridging point is on the flat of the flood plain
and a steep embankment was required which is why Coates thought
it easier to make a path for the horse under the bridge
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Bundocks Bridge at Sandford showing towpath passing beneath

There are five remaining brick built 18th century bridges (all listed)
along the navigation. “Chapman’s”, opposite Maldon golf course,
carries the tow path over the Navigation, the one at Beeleigh
connects Langford to the golf course, though one suspects that the
original reason for its construction was the protection of a right of
way. If you look closely at the end of its retaining wall you can still
see the grooves burnt by the ropes of the horses’ tow ropes. The next
vintage Rennie bridge upstream is just below Ricketts Lock, and
provides access to the low lying water meadows between the
navigation and the Ricketts weir stream. You have to travel a long
way upstream to find the remaining three old bridges; the one below
Sandford lock carries the road to Great Baddow; then at the end of
the Sandford lock cut you have “Bundocks”. It is a bit of a mystery
why this was needed in view of the one so close to it at Sandford.
One can only guess that the Sandford miller insisted upon it. The
fifth brick bridge is just below Springfield lock; this was needed to
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protect a right of way between the low lying water meadows on
either side.
Wooden foot bridges carried footpaths which connected villages on
either side of the River Chelmer. There is one from Nounsley to
Little Baddow 400 yds above Rushes lock; from Little Baddow lock
to its village; from 800yards downstream of Sandford lock to
Danbury; and one across the lock from Springfield Barnes to Great
Baddow. These wooden bridges, mostly resting on piers in the
navigation were later rebuilt using modern materials.

“Graces” wooden bridge with boat stuck beneath it

The bargees needed to cross the locks in order to open and close the
gates and to work the lock paddles. At Paper Mill lock they stabled
their horses on one bank and slept in the bothy on the opposite bank.
Sometimes there was a convenient bridge on site as at Ricketts, Hoe
Mill, Sandford and Springfield locks, but at others a footbridge had
to be attached to the downstream lock gate as at Paper Mill. Of the
remaining locks some were provided with footbridges spanning the
lock entrance; at Beeleigh where the towpath changed sides a
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substantial bridge was needed, which was not the case of the footpath
bridge at Barnes. At the other locks the bargees were forced to walk
the plank “tiptoe carefully over the lock beam” if they wanted to
cross over. It is only in recent times that metal hand rails have been
installed on the locks to make life easier for the new generation of
boaters.

Bridge with handrails for the bargees at Paper Mill Lock.

Not only did the bargees have to cross over the locks but the towing
horses had to cross too! In their case at some mill sites they had to
cross the main river. At Beeleigh, Hoe Mill and Springfield Barns
long timber bridges on wooden piers had to be built to carry the tow
path over the mill stream. At Beeleigh the bridge was built across the
head of the weir. The original bridge rails were made with curved
rails so that the towing ropes did not snag them. The wooden towpath
bridge above Barnes Lock was “ramped” to allow the horses to cross;
it has recently been replaced by a metal one with steep steps, which
will ensure that horse drawn barges will never again be able to easily
complete the journey between Chelmsford and Heybridge Basin.
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“At Beeleigh the towpath bridge was built across the head of the weir”.

Towpath bridge across the mill stream at Barnes Mill.

The metal towpath bridge above Barnes lock now no longer fit for horses!
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Main road bridges at Ulting and Little Baddow were made of wood;
they were made with appreciable headroom to permit the laden
barges to pass beneath. When they were later replaced by modern
concrete bridges in the 1930’s the problem of the height constriction
created by the use of steel girders became a problem. The yardstick
on whether a boat can pass under the bridges is illustrated by the road
bridge below Paper Mill Lock at Little Baddow, the next bridge
upstream is just as restricted.
These two bridges, sited in the middle of the navigation, impede its
use by any vessel with a height of more than 6ft 3ins from the boat’s
waterline to the top of its cabin. The rise in levels after heavy rains
causes problems; the owners of the tourist boat Victoria have to pay
very close attention to the weather forecast: last minute cancelled
trips are not uncommon.

The height restricted concrete road bridge below Paper Mill lock

Major dual carriageway roads cross the navigation at Maldon and
Chelmsford. Maldon took advantage of the old railway line
embankment as a foundation for its new bridge. Chelmsford is about
to replace the 85 year old A12 by pass bridge with a new £28 million
three way viaduct bridge beside the existing one. The foundations for
the new bridge are being constructed and can be seen from the
towpath between Springfield and Barnes Mill. (One assumes the
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towpath and the river will be closed temporarily when works become
more advanced).

The Old Chelmsford Concrete Bridge due for replacement.
Dudley Courtman.

─────────────────────────

Review
Slow TV took viewers on a boat trip.

The BBC has boldly abandoned most of the conventions of the
medium, with their invitation “All Aboard! The Canal Trip”.
“Slow down the pace, sit back, relax and enjoy this collection of
deliberately unhurried programmes.” invites their programme guide,
and I have to say that for me, it fully lived up to the billing.
The Experimental TV takes us on a two hour trip down the Kennet
and Avon from the Top Lock in Bath to the Dundas Aqueduct. The
style is relaxed to the point of being meditative, while still certainly
keeping anyone with a passing interest in the waterways engrossed.
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The piece was unashamedly devoid of all the usual trappings of TV
shows. There was no music, no commentary, and certainly no rapid
cutting. Just an uninterrupted single shot from the front of a boat,
proceeding gently down the canal. Just sit and soak up the scene,
with the natural sound of lapping water giving the true ambiance of
the canal.

Interesting historical information was slipped into the scene in the
form of captions cleverly stitched in, so that the writing looked like
part of the scene. This was particularly compelling when historic
photographs from the same locations were seamlessly blended with
the unfolding scene from the boat, such that the viewer was able to
pass long lost historic features of the canal in their original context.
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The trip passed a huge
variety of boats from
the down at heel to
the
elegant
and
genteel, from the
conventional, to the
downright quirky, and
one very expensive
looking “pride and
joy”
which
had
clearly sunk on her mooring. Rather like when we take to the water
for real, the ever changing scene provides endless fascination, and at
the end, it is hard to believe that two hours have really passed!
This part of the
Kennet and Avon
has a very similar
feel to parts of the
Chelmer
and
Blackwater.
Both
are broad beam
navigations
with
mitred lock gates,
and both were built
by the same engineer. The Brick structures which we know and love
might be built instead from Bath Stone, but you can clearly see the
hand of John Rennie in both. Blink, and you could easily be on the
long pond, or close to Sandford Mill, rather than the outskirts of the
Royal Spa City.
Could this sort of virtual boating take off as an antidote to our
modern pace of life? There is certainly plenty of material out there!
Our own waterway alone could contribute a modest box-set, and as
seasoned boaters will know, it’s the sort of material it is surprisingly
difficult to become bored with.
William Marriage.
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Dates for 2015 for Chelmer Canal Trust Events
21st June
(Sunday)

Summer Boaters' and Walkers’ Barbecue at
Rushes Lock (midway between Paper Mill Lock
and Hoe Mill Lock)
The Chelmer Canal Trust is welcoming you to join a
BBQ to be held between 12 and 3pm at Rushes Lock.
You can access Rushes Lock by boat, or, you can
walk along the towpath from either Paper Mill Lock
or Hoe Mill Lock. We can offer the use of a few
barbecues but you will need to bring your own
provisions.

26th July
(Sunday)

Chelmsford Rivers Celebration Day
Save the date!
Many activities for all the family in Chelmsford City
Centre, including boat trips on both waterways, and
interesting displays with a waterways theme.
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22nd Sept
(Tuesday)

Chelmer Canal Trust AGM and Evening Talk
“The History of the Water Supply from the River
Chelmer”
a talk by David Williams.
The former chief scientist at Langford Water works
and Hanningfield Reservoir has many interesting tales
to tell!
7.30 for 8pm at Langford & Ulting Village Hall.
CM9 4SS.

17th Nov
(Tuesday)

Chelmer Canal Trust Talk
“The Susan Trust”
a talk by Roy Chandler
More details to be announced
7.30 for 8pm at Langford & Ulting Village Hall.
CM9 4SS.

Don’t forget our monthly work parties. Details on our website at:
http://www.chelmercanaltrust.co.uk/cct_workparty.htm.

─────────────────────────
Would you like to help us run the Trust?
We are always looking for people to help with the running of the Trust, from
running events to fundraising, or would you be interested in organising publicity?
If you would like to find out more please register your interest by emailing
enquiries@chelmercanaltrust.co.uk.
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Spring Arrivals

On the Springfield water meadows a foal staggered into life

Marsh marigolds on the water’s edge
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Further down the waterway in a marshy area the horsetails were thrusting up
to announce their presence
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On the top reaches of the river some newly hatched cygnets
suddenly appeared

─────────────────────────
Some useful phone numbers:
Essex Waterways Ltd - 01494 783453
(Operating the Chelmer and Blackwater Navigation)
Graham Brown, General Manager – 07966 375351
Hugh Turner, Moorings Manager – 07910 558465
Grant Everiss, Heybridge Basin – 07712 079764
Ron and Judith, Blackwater Boat Trips — 01206-853282
Heybridge Boat Trips — 07835 657462
Paper Mill Lock, Tea Room and Boat Trips — 01245 225520
Environment Agency —

General Enquiries: 03708 506 506 (Mon-Fri 8-6)
Incident hotline: 0800 807060 (Freephone* 24 Hour)

No articles may be copied or reprinted without the Editors consent. The Chelmer Canal Trust may not
agree with opinions expressed in this newsletter. Nothing printed may be construed as policy or an
official announcement unless stated otherwise and no liability can be accepted for any matter in the
newsletter.

www.chelmercanaltrust.co.uk
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